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Multi-Tiered System of Support in 
Early Childhood

This session will address how to move from Tier I to Tier II for all early childhood domains 
after ensuring that universal practices are in place. We will focus on the Classroom Essential 

Eight's, research based interventions and data teaming practices.

Kirksville Public Schools
Early Childhood Learning Center
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Moving From Tier I to Tier II at the Early 
Childhood Level

Tier I practices must be solid

-All staff use universal language

-Curriculum training & professional development

-Reinforcement system in place

-Staff know difference between minor and major  

behaviors

-Reteaching is the norm

-Staff recognition 

-Family involvement
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Classroom Practices

Educators cannot “make” children learn or behave, but we can 
create the environment to increase the likelihood. 

1. Classroom expectations: Teach and review expected 
behaviors routinely. All children, families and adults should 
know the classroom expectations. 4:1 at very minimum. 
More recent research indicates that more effective change 
happens when using a 16:1 ratio.

*Children do not go to the safe spot, time out, etc. for not 
knowing their alphabet or how to use scissors. Same concept 
applies for social emotional development. 
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Classroom Set-Up Notes

A schedule including pictures at child’s eye level. Large group activities are no more than 15-20 minutes. 

Centers/Choice Time must be at least 1/3 of the class time. 1 hour for half day programs, 2.5 hours for full day. Your 

schedule should reflect this. 

Cubbies labeled with name and picture 

Well defined interest areas (someone observing should know what each center is)

Furniture is positioned to eliminate wide-open spaces

Centers should be developed with supervision in mind

Materials and equipment are well-maintained and in good condition. No tape residue, broken pieces, etc.

Variety of materials in each interest area. There should be enough to keep children engaged.

Materials and displays that show people in non-stereotypical ways (non-traditional jobs for males and females, diverse 

family structures, etc.) should be included in classroom set-up. These can be on the back of cubbies, bathroom doors, 

windows, bulletin boards, etc. Please do not hang them on your walls unless they are staying up for the year. 

Most materials should be stored on low shelves that are labeled to identify where materials belong (pictures or outlines 

+ words, etc.)

Pictures of students in your classroom with their families should be displayed.

Create displays that consist primarily of children’s original work (artwork, pictures of their block structures, writing 

samples, three-dimensional work (playdough sculptures, things they have glued together). Limit use of commercial 

bulletin boards. Artwork should be representational of the classroom theme, seasons, etc. Ex. Snowmen should not 

be up in April

Soft elements should be present throughout classroom (stuffed chairs, pillows, rugs, animals)
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2. Classroom procedures and routines: Visual schedules, reduce 
lengthy transitions, high engagement.

*Tiger Training Camp
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3. Encouraging expected behavior: Catch children being 
successful and provide immediate feedback. Keep child 
development practices in mind. 

Positive feedback is ….
Immediate
Specific and directly related to rules and procedures
Genuine
Clean 
Private
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4. Discourage inappropriate behavior: Provide immediate, calm 
correction. Redirect, reteach, provide choice.

“The single most commonly used but least effective method for 
addressing undesirable behavior is to verbally scold and berate a 
student.” (Alberto & Troutman, 2006)

Respectful correction should be:
Immediate
Specific-Specify the matrix behavior the child should be 
exhibiting
Private/Quiet
Calm-Body, hands, voice
Quick-Make the correction, then move to another task
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5. Active supervision: When adults are present and actively 
supervising, children’s behavior is better. Proximity, listening, eye-
contact, smiles, pleasant voice tone, touch and use of child’s 
name.

6. Opportunities to respond: Focus on developmentally 
appropriate practices.

7. Activity sequencing and choice: Schedule, differentiated 
instruction, centers are engaging, free choice. 

8: Task Difficulty: Differentiated instruction, developmentally 
appropriate tasks. 
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Early Childhood Learning Center Classroom Observation

Teacher: ______________________________Date: __________Time: ___________
Activity: ______________________________________________________________________

Teacher Engagement: Student Engagement:
___High (above 90%) ___ High (above 90%)
___Moderate (75-89%) ___ Moderate (75-89%)
___Low (50-74%) ___ Low (50-74%)
___Disengaged (Below 50%) ___ Disengaged (Below 50%)

Classroom Essentials:
___ Classroom procedures and routines are clearly established (taught and referred to 

regularly).
___ Transitions are quick, orderly and well organized.
___ Teacher uses a variety of strategies to give positive, specific performance 

feedback.
___ Positive, specific performance feedback is at a minimum 4:1.
___ Teacher demonstrates calm, consistent, brief, immediate and respectful error 

corrections using professional tone and demeanor.
___ A variety of classroom response strategies (prompt, redirect, re-teach, provide 

choice and conference) are utilized.
___ Lead and assistant teachers actively supervise.

Comments: ______________________________________________________________________
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Data Driven

4 majors in a two week 
period 

6 minors=1 major

Team assists staff in 
completing Tier II Referral 

Form

Observation completed

Tier II Team meets within 
one week and makes 

decision

Teacher Nomination

Problem Solving Team Referral

Screening

Document behaviors and 
interventions 

Teacher/Team completes 
Tier II Referral Form

Observation completed

Tier II Team meets within 
one week and makes 

decision

Tier II Referral Process
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Tier II Meeting Process

Child is referred.

Teacher/team ensures universals, including classroom, are in place. Referral 
paperwork is completed.

Observation of child is scheduled.

Student records are reviewed. Problem behavior identified.

Mini FBA to determine function of behavior if necessary.

Behavior goal written, including actions, resources and timelines. Tier II 
Implementation and Monitoring Form completed. 

Behavior goal evaluated and decision made.

Review of process.
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What is it?

• Small Group Social Skills is a Tier II intervention that is used to help children develop and apply social skills.  The 
Second Step early learning program is a research-based intervention that promotes: success across academic, 
social, and community environments.  The children are taught the skills that strengthen their ability to:  learn, have 
empathy, manage emotions, make friends and solve problems.  It prevents:  problem behaviors, peer rejection, 
impulsivity, antisocial behavior and aggression by developing a child’s self-regulation skills and social-emotional 
competencies.

Who is it applicable for?

• A Tier II student who has social skills deficits in the areas of: acquisition, performance, and/or fluency.

When is it used?

• A child is recommended by the teacher (teacher nomination form) or has received four major referrals in a period 
of two weeks.  Six minor referrals equal one major referral.

Who implements it?

• Social skills small groups will be led by a social worker.

What does it look like?

• A small group of 4 to 8 children with similarity in age, developmental level, common problems or issues, and a 
balance in severity of issues.

• Outline of weekly 30 minute group will include: review of previous skill, teach weekly skill, group debriefing, 
socialization time, and establish a weekly goal.

What does success look like?

• 80% accuracy or higher on Social Skills Progress Chart

• Long-term Success - 80% Accuracy on Social Skills Progress Chart after 10 weeks and decrease in major and 
minor referral forms

How do we make sure success continues?

• Intensify intervention by letting child self-monitor

• Gradually fade intervention and graduate

• Check in on child after graduation to ensure success

Tiger Talk
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What is it?
• Check In / Check Out is a research supported Tier II intervention used to help decrease problem behavior.  This 

intervention provides improved structure throughout the day, sets the student up for success with positive 
interactions, and provides the student with an increase in specific feedback.

Who is it applicable for?
• The function of behavior of these Tier II students is to obtain attention.

When is it used?
• A child is recommended by the teacher (teacher nomination form) or has received four major referrals in a period 

of two weeks.  Six minor referrals equal one major referral.

Who implements it?
• One adult who is the chosen primary reinforcer will positively check in with the child throughout the day.  

What does it look like?
• Basic Cycle – Can be applied in all school locations

– Includes positive morning check-in, regular positive teacher feedback throughout day, and end of day check out
– Use Kindness chart to collect data 

What does success look like?
• Daily Success –80% success rate on Kindness Chart
• Long-term Success 

– 80% success rate on Kindness Chart each day for 4-5 weeks
– Decrease in rate of major and minor referrals

How do we make sure success continues?
• Intensify intervention by let child self-monitor
• Gradually fade intervention and graduate
• Check in on child after graduation to ensure success

Check In/Check Out
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Moving From Tier I to Tier II at the Early 
Childhood Level (Pre-Academic)

• Looking at all domains

• Screening Procedures

-Brigance

-Early Literacy Assessment

-Formative Assessments

-Speech, Language, Hearing and Vision Screenings

-Anecdotal notes

-Missouri Early Learning Standards
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Early Learning Standards

• Process for unwrapping standards

Example: Reading

Applies Early Reading Skills

Questions we begin to ask:

-What are the forerunners to this standard?

-Specific language skills, motor skills, etc. needed?

-What is the Kindergarten standard?

-What strategies can we use to assess this standard?

-Are there specific materials or resources that we need?
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Data Teaming

• Provides a structure to identify areas of student need and 
collaboratively decide on the best instructional approach.

• Focus on what to teach, how to teach it and how to meet 
individual student needs.

• Data teams meet bi-weekly to determine the level of support 
for each child. 
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Emie Smith

Emie will hold her scissors with thumb on top 2nd quarter

yes

9/12/15

Emie is holding her scissors correctly. We will begin to work on cutting on a line.
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Intervention (Tier II):

Accelerate the academic outcomes of preschool children who are performing below 

benchmark on assessments by increasing the intensity of instruction.

Tier II supports are available for children who need more than universal instruction. 

Children identified for Tier II are classified as below benchmark.

Key components of Tier II supports:

 Individual or small group led by classroom teacher 

 Skill deficit is defined

 Increased intensity of instruction

 Repeated content

 Multiple opportunities to practice

 Frequent progress monitoring
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Intervention Strategies

Double-dose: Teacher repeats content that was taught earlier in the day. The 

repetition of a skill set gives children extra time to practice, learn and master basic 

skills that have been recently taught. A double-dose lesson should be shorter than 

the original lesson and should last no longer than 10 minutes. 

Grouping size: Individualized or with a group of four or fewer children. 

Narrow skill set/Scaffolding: Restrict the scope of the skill being taught. For example. 

If the ultimate goal is for a child to learn the letters in their name, the increased 

intense focus of instruction could be to master the first letter of the name instead of 

all of the letters in the name. This should be done in a very short time frame of less 

than 6 to 7 minutes. The important focus is on a very small skill set which is 

repeatedly practiced.

Skill Content: This content is based on each child’s progress monitoring data. 
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